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1. Introduction. Let (M, g, J) be a Kahlerian manifold with (almost)
complex structure tensor J and Kahlerian metric tensor g. Let m be the
real dimension of M. If m ^ 6, every conformally flat Kahlerian manifold
is locally flat (Yano and Mogi [9], Yano [10]; notice that the assumption
m ^ 6 is dropped in their statements of results).

Recently, Takamatsu and Watanabe [7] proved that, if m ^ 6, every
conformally flat i£-space is Ricci parallel and hence locally symmetric (In
this case also, m ^ 6 is dropped in the statements).

It is known that a 4-dimensional i£-space is Kahlerian (Gray [3],
Takamatsu [6]). So, first we determine 4-dimensional conformally flat
Kahlerian manifolds.

THEOREM. Let (M, g, J) be a ^-dimensional Kahlerian manifold which
is conformally flat. Then (M, g, J) is ether

(i) locally flat, or
(ii) locally a product space of two 2-dimensional Kahlerian manifolds

of constant curvature K and —K, respectively.

On the other hand, Takamatsu and Watanabe [8] classified conformally
flat i£-spaces of dimension m ^ 6. Their results and the above Theorem
give a complete classification of local structure of conformally flat if-spaces.
That is, we have

COROLLARY. Let (M, g, J) be a conformally flat K-space, m ^ 4.
Then, it is one of the followings:

( i ) locally flat,
(ii) locally a product space Mx x M2, where

Mγ. ^-dimensional Kahlerian manifold of constant curvature K > 0,
M2: ^-dimensional Kahlerian manifold of constant curvature —K,

(iii) m = 6 and of constant curvature K > 0,
(iv) locally a product space Mz x M2, where

M3: ^-dimensional K-space of constant curvature K > 0.

Denote by CPn[H], CEn, and CDn[H] complex ^-dimensional Kahlerian
space forms of constant holomorphic sectional curvature H > 0, H = 0 and
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H < 0, respectively.

COROLLARY. Let (M, g, J) be a complete conformally flat K-space,
m ^> 4. Then, one of the fallowings holds.

( i ) (M,g,J) = CE /Γl9

(ii) (M, g, J) = (CPι[H] x CDι[-H])/Γt,
(iii) (M, g, J) = S*[K]: as a K-space of constant curvature K > 0,
(iv) (M, fir, J) = (S°[K] x Cm-Z])/Γt,

where Γί9 Γ2 and Γz denote the fixed point free discrete subgroups of the
automorphism groups of CEn, CPι[H] x CDι[-H], and Sβ[K] x CDι[—K],
respectively.

The converse is also true.

2. Proof of Theorem. Let (M, g, J) be an almost Hermitian manifold
with almost complex structure tensor J and almost Hermitian metric tensor
g. Then we have

(2.1) Jj/J/ = -δk\

(2.2) gHJJJ: = gr8 .

Denote by V the Riemannian connection defined by g. By Rι

άkl and Bίk we
denote the Riemannian curvature tensor and the Ricci curvature tensor,
respectively. Then a iΓ-space (= almost Tachibana space, nearly Kahlerian
space) is defined by

(2.3) FkJ/ + VJf = 0 .

A Kahlerian manifold is characterized by FkJ/ = 0.
The WeyFs conformal curvature tensor is given by

Cι

m = Rι

jkl - alRjA* - Rnδk

ι + gjkR\ - gnR\]

+ bS[gJC - gjAΊ ,

where a = l/(ra — 2), b = l/(m — l)(m - 2), and S is the scalar curvature.
Then, it is known that

(2.5) [2/(m - S)]FiC
i

Jkl = 2a[PιRjk - VkRάι\ - b[gjkVιS - gnVkS] .

A tensor Ta...iό...u is called hybrid in (i, j), if 0\{Ta...iά...u = 0, i.e.,

(2.6) Ta...ij...u = Ta...rs...uJirJjs .

PROPOSITION. Lei (Λf, ^, J) 6β α^ almost Hermitian manifold. If a
tensor Ta...ijk...u is hybrid in (i, i ) , (i, A;) α^ώ (i, fc), ί/^e^ Ta...ijk...u — 0.

PROOF. We apply (2.6) three times.
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Ta...ijk'~u — Ta...rsk...uJirJj8

_ ηπ TPTtTrT8

— ±a~ rpt>~ud* d k d i d$

rp
— -*- a ijk' u

This implies that Ta...ijk...u — 0.

PROOF OF THEOREM. Assume that (M, g, J) is Kahlerian, conformally
flat, and m — 4. Then, it is known that the scalar curvature S = 0 (cf.
Tachibana [5]). By C*iW = 0, S = 0 and (2.5), we have

(2.7) FιRjk = VkRn .

This means that PiRjk is symmetric in all indices.

On the other hand, Rjk is hybrid in (j, &), i.e.,

(2.8) Rjk — Rr8J/Jk

s .

Since J is parallel, we have

(2.9) FJtjk = VJtrJfJh* .

By (2.7), the tensor ViR5k is hybrid in (£, j), {j, k) and (£, k). Therefore,
by Proposition, we have PiRjk = 0.

If (M, g, J) is irreducible, it is an Einstein space. Since (M, g, J) is
conformally flat, (M, g, J) is of constant curvature K. By a result of
Bochner [1], we have K = 0. Hence, (M, g, J ) is locally flat.

If (M, g, J) is reducible, by a result of Kurita [4] (cf. also Goldberg
[2]) we have one of the followings:

( 1 ) M: locally flat,
( 2 ) M: locally a space (Mίy gx) x (M2, g2), where (Mlf gΐ) is of constant

curvature K > 0 and (M2, g2) is of constant curvature — K,
( 3 ) M: locally a product space (Jkf8, g3) x (Λί4, fir4), where (Λf8, ̂ 3) is

a line and (ik^, ^4) is of constant curvature Φ 0.
If we have (3), there is a parallel vector field X which is locally

defined. JX = (J/Xj) is also parallel and tangent to M4. This is impos-
sible, since (Λf4, g4) is a space of constant curvature Φ 0.

In (2), the fact that (M, g, J) is locally (Mi, &, Ji) x (Mi, ft, J*) is proved
in a similar way as in [8].

REMARK. Proof in [8] is simplified, if we use the above discussion
applying related known results.
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